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POLITICAL HISTORY OF T H E SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES AND 
FINLAND IN T H E 19TH AND 20TH CENTURIES: A BIBLIOG
RAPHY OF LITERATURE IN RUSSIAN LANGUAGE. Compiled by 
Veil Kolari and Jarmo Suonsyrjd. Institute of Political History, University 
of Turku, ser. B, no. 3. Turku: University of Turku, 1973. xxvi, 238 pp. 
Paper. 

This book is the most recent in a series of bibliographies published by the Institute 
of Political History at the University of Turku covering literature in foreign 
languages relating to Finnish politics. Although the scope of this latest volume has 
been widened to include the Scandinavian countries as well as Finland, this bibli
ography, like the ones that preceded it, interprets "political history" in a broad 
sense and includes material on economics, the labor movement, foreign relations 
and trade, and military operations which bears on the politics of the northern 
European countries. Its' 3,229 entries do not include newspaper articles, but other
wise represent a fairly comprehensive—though not exhaustive—list of books, 
journal articles, thesis abstracts, and published documents arranged in an emi
nently reasonable fashion. A simple comparison with the Russian-language sources 
listed in the series of Finnish historical bibliographies published by the Finnish 
Historical Society will suffice to reveal the extent of the omissions the user is 
likely to encounter in the Kolari-Suonsyrja bibliography. 

A certain amount of imagination may be required of a reader searching the 
index for articles by the Norwegian Communist Christian Hilt (transliterated as 
XHJIT,X., XHJlbT,X., THJlbT,K., and THJibT,X.) or the Finnish Communist Hannes 
Makinen (rendered as both MeKHHeH and MaKHHeH). Further expertise would 
be needed to recognize that B.M.-K. is none other than the Lithuanian Comintern 
functionary V. Mickevicius-Kapsukas, that A. K-afl refers to Aleksandra Kol-
lontai, or that CBeHT0,P. and CBeHTOpJKen,KHfi,P. are one and the same person. 
Because so many of the authors cited are not Russian, a supplementary index in 
the Latin alphabet would have been helpful. This, of course, does not detract 
seriously from the value of this excellent bibliography, which should make more 
accessible a large body of literature that has too long been neglected. 

FREDERICK J. AALTO 

Boise, Idaho 

INDUSTRIALIZATSIIA SSSR, 1938-1941 GG.: DOKUMENTY I MA-
TERIALY. Edited by A. V. Mitrofanova. Moscow: "Nauka," 1973. 424 pp. 
2.16 rubles. 

This is an important reference work for the three and one-half years of the Third 
Five-Year Plan, and it is the fourth and final volume of a series that was designed 
to collect the main documents and most important materials pertaining to the 
period of industrialization (1926-41). For most purposes this is probably the 
most interesting volume of the series, since so little data are available elsewhere 
for the years 1938 and 1939. 

The book is divided into two roughly equal parts: "Promyshlennost' SSSR 
v tretei piatiletke" and "Rabochii klass SSSR v bor'be za sotsialisticheskuiu 
industrializatsiiu." Under the first heading are collected statistical data on targets 
and plan fulfillment, state and republic budget receipts and outlays, and capital 
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